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ABSTRACT: 

Today, due to the advent of the powerful photo editing software packages, it has become relatively easy to create forgery 

images. Recognizing the correctness of digital images becomes important when those images are used as evidence in 

legal, forensic, industrial, and military applications. One of the most common ways to forge images is copy move 

forgery, in which one part of the image is copied and pasted in another part of the same image. So far, various methods 

have been proposed for detecting copy move forgery, but these methods are not able to detect copy move forgery with 

different challenges of noise, rotation, scale, and detection of symmetrical images with high accuracy. In this paper, an 

enhanced hybrid method based on local and frequency feature extraction is presented for image copy move forgery 

detection, which has a very high resistance to above challenges, both individually and simultaneously and has provided 

good identification accuracy. In this method, the combination of Discrete Wavelet Transform, Scale Invariant Feature 

Transform and Local Binary Pattern are used simultaneously. The forged area is chosen in such a way that at least both 

methods used in this proposed method have consensus about the forgery of that area. Various experiments and analyses 

on the MICC database show that the proposed methods, despite the above challenges, have reached the accuracy of 

98.81% both separately and simultaneously, which shows significant improvement compared to other methods used in 

this field. 

 

KEYWORDS: Copy Move Forgery Detection, Scale Invariant Feature Transform, Discrete Wavelet Transform, Local 

Binary Pattern, Symmetrical Images. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the most common ways for forging images is 

copy move forgery, in which one part of the image is 

copied and then pasted in another part of the same image. 

Many detection copies move forgery methods are 

capable of detection if no change has been made to the 

copied area prior to paste. Most people apply a series of 

geometric transformations to the copied area to make the 

copied area match the around area and make the image 

look more natural. Since in some cases it is necessary to 

confirm the truth of an image (military, criminal and 

social applications), many researchers have sought to 

find a way to examine the image and recognize its truth. 

The result of researches has been creation of many 

software and methods for forgery detection, which are 

based on image processing algorithms. A good forgery 

detection method must be resistant to different 

geometric changes and transformations. Fig. 1 shows a 

sample of copy move forgery. 

So far, various methods have been designed to 

counter images forgery, which are divided into active 

and passive groups. Most active methods are marked 

based on digital signatures, which require data pre-

processing, which has its own complexities. Passive 

methods for image analysis do not use previous 

information. Today, more passive methods are used, and 

there are broader and used more generally for detection 

of image forgery. The following are the works in which 

a variety of passive methods are used. Fig. 2 displays the 

classification of detection of image forgery systems. 

Huang et al.[1], proposed an improved Discrete 

Cosine Transform (DCT)-based detection of copy-move 

forgery in images. Experimental results showed that the 

presented method is resistant to JPEG compression, 

blurring.
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 1. (a) original image (b) forged image. 

 

Fig. 2. Classification of detection image forgery systems. 

 

Also, Gaussian noise. Davarzani et al.[2], provided 

an efficient method for copy-move forgery detection 

using Multiresolution Local Binary Patterns (MLBP) 

 In this method, the algorithm of Random Sampling 

Consensus (RANSAC) was used to eliminate false 

matches. Experimental results showed that the presented 

method was able to precisely detect duplicated regions 

even after distortions such as rotation, scaling, JPEG 

compression, blurring, and noise addition. Lynch et 

al.[3], presented an efficient present block algorithm for 

detecting copy-move forgery and identifying the 

duplicated regions in an image. It was found that the 

expanding block algorithm was able to detect specific 

types of forgeries, such as JPEG compression, the effect 

of Gaussian blurring, or when the duplicated region was 

made lighter or darker. Jen et al.[4], presented an 

effective method for detecting duplicated regions based 

on the Histogram of Gabor Magnitude (HOGB). The 

results showed that the proposed method is resistant well 

in the presence of rotation, scaling, JPEG compression, 

and blurring. Silva et al.[5], proposed a method of 

detection copy move forgery using scale independent 

features. This provides a new approach for detecting 

copy move forgery based on multi-scale analysis and 

voting processes from a digital image. This method is 

able to deal with rotation, resize, and compression 

simultaneously. Ashwini et al.[6], proposed a method 

that uses a content-based image retrieval feature 

extraction technique for detection of forgery. In this 

method, the Auto Color Correlogram (ACC) algorithm 

was used. Experimental results revealed that the 

presented method is resistant well in the presence of 

different attacks such as scaling, translation, and 

rotation. Bi et al.[7], offered a Multi-Level Dense 

Descriptor (MLDD) extraction method and a 

Hierarchical Feature Matching method to detect copy–

move forgery in digital images. Experimental results 

showed that the presented method functioned well in the 

presence of challenges of JPEG compression and noise. 

Yang et al.[8], proposed a copy-move forgery detection 

method based on hybrid features. In this method, a 

strong detector and an adaptation algorithm were used to 
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deal with copy move. The research showed that the 

proposed method can detect duplicated areas after 

changes such as rotation, scale, JPEG compression, and 

noise.  Ahmed et al.[9], provided an effective algorithm 

to indicate Copy Move Forgery in digital image. In this 

method, The Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) 

and Fuzzy C-means (FCM) for clustering are utilized in 

the presented algorithm. Research shows that the 

proposed method can detect duplicated areas after 

changes such as rotation and scale. Pun et al.[10], 

presented a two-stage localization for Copy-Move 

Forgery Detection (CMFD). In this method, Discrete 

Analytic Fourier–Mellin Transform (DAFMT) is used. 

Experimental results show that the proposed method is 

resistant to Gaussian noise, JPEG compression, rotation, 

and scale challenges. Bi et al.[11], proposed an 

algorithm that could accurately and robustly detect 

regions of copy-move forgery. Experimental results 

showed that the proposed method is resistant to noise, 

JPEG compression, rotation, and scale challenges. 

Mahmood et al.[12], presented the method of copy move 

forgery detection in digital images through Stationary 

Wavelet Transform (SWT) and Discrete Cosine 

Transform (DCT). Experimental results showed that the 

presented method was well resistant in the presence of 

different attacks such as blurring, JPEG compression, 

brightness change, and color reduction. Soni et al.[13], 

presented an enhancement of block-based copy-move 

forgery detection using hybrid local features extraction. 

In this method, the Speed up Robust Feature algorithm 

(SURF) was used. The results showed that the proposed 

method was resistant well in the presence of different 

geometric attacks such as rotation, scaling, and 

composition of these attacks. Hegazi et al.[14], proposed 

an improved copy-move forgery detection based on 

density-based clustering and guaranteed outlier removal. 

In this method, the Scale Invariant Feature Transform 

(SIFT) was used. Experimental results revealed that the 

method functioned well in the existence of various 

attacks such as scaling, rotation, JPEG compression, and 

Gaussian noise. Zhong et al. [15], provided Two-pass 

hashing feature representation and searching method for 

copy-move forgery detection. In this method, the Two-

pass hashing searching algorithm was used. The results 

showed that the proposed method is resistant well in the 

presence of different attacks such as rotation, scaling, 

JPEG compression, and noise. Meena et al.[16], 

presented a copy-move image forgery detection 

technique based on Tetrolet transform. The results 

indicated that the proposed method is resistant to 

rotation, scaling, and JPEG compression. 

 
2. REVIEW OF THE LBL ALGORITHM, SIFT 

ALGORITHM AND DWT  

In the proposed method, we have used 3 algorithms 

simultaneously, including Local Binary Pattern, Scale 

Invariant Feature Transform algorithm, and Discrete 

Wavelet Transform. In the following, we will explain 

each of the algorithms. 

 

A. Local Binary Pattern algorithm (LBP) 

This algorithm is a local feature extraction and one 

of the most powerful feature extraction algorithms in car 

vision. This operator produces a binary number of each 

pixel according to the label of the neighboring 3×3 

pixels. Tags are obtained based on the threshold the 

value of neighboring pixels with the value of the central 

pixel. In this way, for pixels with a larger value or equal 

to the value of the central pixel, label 1 is assigned, while 

for pixels with values smaller than the value of the 

central pixel, label 0 is placed. The labels are then 

rotated to from an 8-bit number. This operation is shown 

in Fig. 3[2].  

 

 

Fig. 3. Operation of local binary patterns. 
The LBP operators’ limit on the small neighbor base 

is 3 3 , which makes it impossible to control large 

scale images. For this purpose, the neighborhood size is 

2, which is shown as a circle with a radius of pixel R on 

the pixel P. This operator is represented as LBP and can 

produce a maximum of 2
P

 different values, according 

to the 2P
 binary pattern generated by the pixel P on 
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the neighborhood radius. Fig. 4 [2] displays how to 

select neighboring pixels in this type of local binary 

pattern for three different radius After tagging an image 

by the LBP operator, the histogram of the tags is 

defined as Eq. 1[2]:  

. 
  

 

P=8,R=1                                            P=16,R=2                                        P=12,R=1.5 

Fig. 4. LBP operator with different radius and number of neighbors.  
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Where, T is the maximal LBP pattern value. 

 

B. Scale Invariant Feature Transform algorithm 

(SIFT) 

The algorithm first finds the key points and assigns 

128 attributes to each. The key points of these algorithms 

are usually the important points of the image objects. 

There are 4 steps in this algorithm: 

 

1. Building a scale space and finding local 

extremes: it first blurs the original image with smoothing 

cow filters to varying degrees. Then, it halves the size of 

the image and makes the faded versions the same size as 

before. It reduces each image created from the image 

above and differentiates the Gaussians. The process of 

Gaussians difference is shown in Fig. 5 [17]. 

At the intermediate levels, each pixel of Gaussian 

difference image is compared to 8 pixels of its neighbor, 

9 pixels of the neighboring image of the upper gossip 

difference, and 9 pixels of the neighboring image of the 

lower Gaussian difference (26 neighbors). In Fig. 6 [17], 

each point, such as X, is compared to its 26 neighboring 

neighbors. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Difference of Gaussian. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of any point in Gaussian difference with his neighbors. 
 

2. Finding the location of the key points: candidates 

that are on the edge, or have little difference with 

their neighbors, are the first to speak. The exact 

location and scale of each key point are then 

estimated. In steps 1 and 2, the main points of the 

image are obtained. 

3. A window is placed around each key point such 

that the key point itself is in the center. Then, the 

direction and size of the gradient of all points in 

this window are obtained. Finally, the angle whose 

total size is greater than the total block is assigned 

to that key point. 

4. Extracting features: first, the origin of the 

coordinates is rotated by the angle of the key points 

and scaled to the extent that the properties obtained 

are independent of the rotation and size. Then, as 

in the previous step, it considers a 16×16 window 

on any key point. As shown in Fig. 7 [18], this 

window is divided into 4×4 squares. In each of 

these squares, calculating the gradient and makes 

a histogram from the angle of the gradient. Every 

45 degrees, a column will appear in the 

corresponding histogram. In other words, angles 0 

to 44 are in the first column, 45 to 89 are in the 

second column, and so on. That is, the histogram 

has 8 columns. So, a total of 128 bin values are 

available. 

 

Fig. 7. Extraction of the characteristics of each key point based on the surrounding areas. 

 

C. Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) 

Wavelet is one of the frequency domain transformers 

that provides a time-frequency display of the image and 

offers a multi-spiral design to display the image for 

different resolutions using different commands. The 

image is broken down into four sub-bands LL, LH, HL, 

and HH. The LL sub band is low frequency sub-band, 

HL and LH are intermediate frequency sub-bands, and 

HH is high frequency sub-band. To obtain higher levels 

of decomposition, wavelet transform is applied to low 

frequency sub-bands. To extract the feature, a two-stage 

violet conversion is applied by discrete wavelet 

transform on each 8×8 image block. This process divides 

each block into 7 sub-blocks. Figs. 8 [19] and 9 [20] 

depict a block of two-stage discrete wavelet transform. 
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Fig. 8. Block view of two stage violet sub-bands on 8×8 block. 

 

 

Fig. 9. Flows of the DWT image decomposition. 

 

The DWT function is obtained from the following 

eq.2 [21]: 

2
, , 0 0 0( ), ( ) ( ) ( ( ) )

m

m

m n m nW f t t a f t a t nb dt = = −
(2) 

Where, Wm,n is the wavelet coefficient and φm,n is the 

mother wavelet [21]. 

 

3. PROPOSED MODEL 

The copy move forgery detection system consists of 

six steps, which include pre-processing, area extraction, 

feature extraction, comparison of feature vector, 

extraction of suspicious area, and decision-making. The 

system input data include a digital image, and its output 

is a standardized mathematical model that contains the 

information required to use the system software. In 

recent years, various methods have been proposed due 

to the challenges in images in the field of copy move 

forgery detection, but they are not efficient as they 

cannot properly perform forgery detection with the 

presence of such high accuracy challenges. Thus, in this 

paper, to improve accuracy, symmetrical images and 

copied regions even after distortions such as rotation, 

scaling, and adding noise were detected. In this method, 

in order to increase the accuracy, three different methods 

of Discrete Wavelet Transform, Scale Invariant Feature 

Transform and Local Binary Pattern have been used 

simultaneously. The output percentage and final 

suspicious area are selected where at least both methods 

used in this method have the same opinion about the 

forgery of that area. Fig. 11 indicates the flowchart 

proposed in this paper. 

 

A. Pre-processing 

In the proposed method, the per-processing step, as 

shown in Fig. 10, first uses the Gaussian filter algorithm, 

which can normalize the pixel values of the image using 

the Gaussian filter and smooths the image relative to 

sharp points that exist. Then, using the histogram 

adjustment algorithm, the normalized light intensity 

values in the whole image have been normalized, as a 

result of which the accuracy of the algorithms can be 

enhanced in the next steps.  

 

  

 Fig. 10. Pre-processing step.
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Fig. 11. Flowchart of the suggested method. 

 

B. Area extraction 

At this step, an image is divided into several areas. 

In this algorithm, three different types of functions are 

used, which include blocking areas, main image, and 

overlapping areas. 
 

1.  Blocking areas 

The image is divided into n n  blocks and the 

properties of each block are extracted. Fig. 12 displays 

an example of a blocked image. 

 

 

Fig. 12. Blocked image. 

 

2. Overlapping areas 

A n×n dimension cut is designed. This cut is given a 

shift of X in each step of survey and the features of each 

step are extracted. Fig. 13 reveals an example of an 

image with overlapping areas. 

 

 

Fig. 13. Image with overlapping areas. 

 

C.  Feature Extraction 

Once the image is separated into different areas, the 

feature is taken separately from each area; in the Local 

Binary Pattern algorithm and Discrete Wavelet 

Transform, the features of the image are extracted. It 

repeats this until the image areas are finished. Using the 

Scale Invariant Feature Transform algorithm, the key 

points of the image are extracted. 

 

D.  Comparison of feature vector 

This step is performed based on the number of 

separated areas from the image. In each step, one of the 

areas is selected as the test areas and is compared with 
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the feature vector of all other areas. If the Euclidean 

distance of the two vectors is less than threshold level, 

that area is selected as the copied area, with this 

comparison made to the number of available areas. In 

the Scale Invariant Feature Transform algorithm, once 

the key points of the image are extracted, the key points 

in each part of the image are examined, and if the 

number of key points matched in the part of the image is 

greater than the threshold level, that area is considered 

as a copied area. 

 
E.  Extraction of suspicious area 

At this step, all areas are compared and similar areas 

are selected as suspicious areas and in all three methods, 

suspicious areas have been extracted. 

 

F.  Decision-making 

Once each of the three parallel procedures was 

answered, the output percentage and final suspicious 

area were selected; at least both methods used in this 

method have the same opinion about the forgery of that 

area. 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this paper, the MICC database, which contains 

800 images with different color scales and sizes, has 

been used[9]; 200 images were used for parameter 

setting experiments and 600 images for final 

experiments. The images in this database include 

challenges such as noise, rotation, change of scale and 

images that have symmetrical parts. The following is an 

example of images in this database. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 14. Challenge of noising. 
 

 

Fig. 15. Challenge of rotating. 
 

 

Fig. 16. Challenge of resizing. 
 

 

Fig. 17. Challenge of symmetrical images. 

 

In this section, in order to increase the efficiency of 

the proposed method, the parameters used in it have been 

adjusted and evaluated. In this section, using the 200 

images in the database and the algorithms used in this 

method, experiments have been performed to adjust the 

parameters as follows: 

 

A.  Adjustment of the number of surfaces 

parameters and function type in the Discrete 

Wavelet Transform 

In this section, for better performance of the 

proposed method, the values of the number of surfaces 

and the type of function for discrete wavelet transform 

are tested. The purpose of these experiments is to 

improve the detection accuracy by performing various 

experiments as shown in Tables 1 and 2, the number of 

the surfaces selected for use in the final experiments is 3 

and the function is Daubechies, which has the best 

performance. Their detection accuracy is 91.70% and 

92.83%, respectively. 

 

Table 1. The number of the surfaces in Discrete 

Wavelet Transform. 
Number of the surfaces Identification accuracy (%) 

1 90.42 

2 88.67 

3 91.70 
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Table 2. The function in Discrete Wavelet Transform. 
Identification accuracy (%) Function 

92.36 Haar 

92.83 Daubechies 

87.93 Symlets 

90.63 Gaussian 

90.42 Complex Gaussian 

 

B. Adjustment of the sigma parameter in the Scale 

Invariant Feature Transform 

In this section, the value of sigma parameters in the 

Scale Invariant Feature Transform used to blur the image 

in this algorithm is tested. The purpose of these 

experiments is to improve the detection accuracy by 

performing various experiments as shown in Table 3, the 

best set of sigma parameter for the Scale Invariant 

Feature Transform is 3.5, which has the best 

performance. Their detection accuracy is 94.13%. 

 

Table 3. The sigma parameter in the Scale Invariant 

Feature Transform. 
The average value of 

sigma 

Identification accuracy (%) 

1.5 92.50 

2.5 86.20 

3.5 94.13 

4.5 89.23 

 

C.  Adjustment of the radius of parameters and 

neighbors’ number in the local binary pattern 

algorithm 

In this section, the values of radius and neighbors 

number in the local binary algorithm are tested. The 

purpose of these experiments is to improve the detection 

accuracy by performing various experiments as shown 

in Tables 4 and 5, the radius selected for use in the final 

experiments is 1 and the number of neighbors is 8, which 

has performance best. Their detection accuracy is 

93.18% and 91.46%, respectively. 

 

Table 4. The radius in the local binary pattern 

algorithm. 
Radius Identification accuracy (%) 

1 93.18 

2 89.11 

3 92.56 

 

Table 5. The number of neighbors in the local binary 

pattern algorithm. 
The number of neighbors Identification accuracy (%) 

4 86.13 

8 91.46 

16 88.57 

24 91.14 

 

D. Adjusting number of neighbors and the type of 

distance calculation in the nearest neighbor 

algorithm 

In this section, the classification algorithm of nearest 

neighbor with the metrics of cosine distance, Euclidean 

and block city, as well as the number of selected 

neighbors have been evaluated. The proposed method of 

accuracy has been examined by considering each of 

criteria for measuring the mentioned distance. Finally, 

the criterion causing the highest accuracy was 

considered as the main parameter. As can be seen in 

Tables 6 and 7, the number of neighbors selected for use 

in the final experiments is 3 and the type of distance 

calculation is equal to Euclidean distance criterion, 

which has performed well. 
 

Table 6. The performance of system upon changing the 

distance calculation criteria. 
Identification accuracy (%) Distance criteria 

95.13 Cosine 

97.16 Euclidean 

96.45 block city 
 

Table 7. The performance of system upon altering the 

parameter of neighborhood number. 
Identification accuracy (%) K 

90.01 1 

97.66 3 

91.56 5 

89.34 7 

93.54 9 
 

E.  Adjusting the number of blocks in the blocked 

image 

In this section, the number of blocks in the blocked 

image is tested. The purpose of these experiments is to 

improve the detection accuracy; after different 

experiments as shown in Table 8, the best value is 9×9, 

which has the best performance and its detection 

accuracy is 90.75%. 

 

Table 8. Adjusting the number of blocks in the blocked 

image. 
Identification accuracy (%) Number of blocks 

86.35 3×3 

87.56 5×5 

90.75 9×9 

85.67 11×11 

 
F. Adjusting the cutting dimension of parameters in 

the image with overlapping areas 

In this section, the cut dimensions in the image with 

overlapping areas are tested. The purpose of these 

experiments is to improve the detection accuracy; after 
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performing several experiments as shown in Table 9, the 

best value is 9×9 which has the best performance and its 

detection accuracy is 91.54%. 
 

Table 9. Adjustment of the cutting dimension of 

parameters in the image with overlapping areas. 
Cutting dimensions Identification accuracy (%) 

3×3 84.87 

5×5 84.43 

9×9 91.54 

11×11 89.16 

 

5. DISCUSSION 
In this study, MICC databases were used to evaluate 

the results, where there are 600 images with different 

challenges for the final experiments. Next, the proposed 

method is compared with the following methods: 

• Speed Up Robust Feature algorithm[22] 

• Scale Invariant Feature Transform 

algorithm[9] 

• Stationary wavelet and discrete cosine 

transform[12] 

The results of the proposed method performance 

based on independent variables as well as the results 

obtained of comparison with the methods mentioned 

above will be expressed further. 

 
A.  Comparison and evaluation of the proposed 

method performance with other methods 

mentioned when noising the copied area  

One of the challenges in this area is reducing the 

proposed methods of efficiency; the higher the extent of 

noise in the image, the harder it is to identify the copied 

area. In this section, the proposed method of efficiency 

in dealing with noise challenge will be examined by 

adding salt and pepper noise images with different 

intensities. Then, their accuracy will be evaluated with 

the best methods available in this field. The 

experimental results of the proposed methods and other 

methods are shown in Table 10. 

 

Table 10. Performance comparison of the proposed 

method for noise challenge in the copied area. 
Identification rate (%)   Noise 

 Method 0.5 0.1 0.05 0.01 

96.42 96.69 97.15 97.34 Speed Up Robust 

Feature algorithm 

95.43 95.64 95.78 96.21 Scale Invariant 

Feature Transform 

algorithm 

96.24 96.86 97.21 97.56 Stationary wavelet 

and discrete cosine 

transform 

96.59 97.87 98.34 98.65 Suggested method 

According to the values shown in Table 10, the 

higher noise intensity, the lower accuracy. Also, by 

comparing methods, it is clear that the accuracy of 

stationary wavelet transform is better than that of strong 

Speed up Robust Feature algorithm and the Scale 

Invariant Feature Transform algorithm. As a result, the 

proposed method, which uses three feature extractors 

simultaneously, has outperformed the other three 

methods in different noise modes. 

 

B. Comparison and evaluation of the proposed 

method performance with other methods 

mentioned when rotating the copied area 
One of the challenges in the proposed method is the 

rotation challenge. In this section, the detection rate of 

forgery images during rotation is examined in such a 

way that the images are rotated at different angles and 

their accuracy is evaluated with the best methods 

available in this field. The results of proposed methods 

of experiment and other methods are reported in Table 

11. 

 

Table 11. Comparison of the proposed method 

performance when the challenge of rotating the copied 

area occurs. 
Identification rate (%)  Rotation rate 

 Method 
180 135 90 45 

97.15 96.15 96.64 96.27 Speed Up Robust 

Feature algorithm 

98.10 97.89 98.01 97.61 Scale Invariant 

Feature Transform 

algorithm 

94.62 93.35 94.51 93.24 Stationary wavelet 

and discrete cosine 

transform 

98.69 98.41 98.56 98.32 Suggested method 

 

As can be seen in Table 11, the Scale Invariant 

Feature Transform algorithm is more accurate than the 

other two methods. as can be seen, the proposed method 

is more accurate than the other three methods when 

rotating. 

 

C. Comparison and Evaluation of the proposed 

method performance with other methods mentioned 

when resizing the copied area  

In this section, the forged image recognition rate is 

checked when the input images are changed. The rate of 

change in the input image of scale in these experiments 

is considered to be 0.5, 1.5, and 2. This section examines 

the rate of identification of forged images during the 

scale change and evaluates their accuracy with the best 

methods available in this field. The results of the 

proposed methods of experiment and other methods are 

reported in Table 12. 
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Table 12. Comparison of the proposed method 

performance for challenge of resizing the copied area.  
Identification rate (%)       Change of  scale 

Method 
2 1.5 0.5 

93.02 94.55 94.57 Speed Up Robust Feature 

algorithm 

95.34 96.87 96.88 Scale Invariant Feature 

Transform algorithm 

93.89 94.78 94.76 Stationary wavelet and 

discrete cosine transform 

97.87 98.74 98.72 Suggested method 

 

As can be seen in Table 12, the Scale Invariant 

Feature Transform algorithm is more accurate than the 

other two methods since it has fixed scale change; as can 

be seen, the proposed method is more accurate than the 

other three methods. 

 

D. Comparing and evaluating of the proposed 

method performance with other methods mentioned 

in the symmetrical images 

One of the challenges in the proposed method is the 

symmetrical images challenge. In this section, the rate of 

identification of forged images in symmetrical images 

has been examined and their accuracy has been 

evaluated with the best methods available in this field. 

The results of proposed methods of experiment and other 

methods are reported in Table 13. 

As can be seen in Table 13, the Speed up Robust 

Feature algorithm is more accurate than the other two 

methods. As the number of symmetrical images 

increases, so does the error in detection, where these 

images are usually identified as forged images. For this 

reason, the higher the number of symmetrical images, 

the lower the detection accuracy. As can be seen, the 

prediction method is more accurate than the other three 

methods. 

 

Table 13. Comparing the proposed method 

performance for challenge of symmetrical images. 
Identification rate (%) Number of 

symmetrical  images 

 Method 4 3 2 1 

93.12 94.91 95.12 95.75 Speed Up Robust 

Feature algorithm 

91.34 93.23 93.79 94.35 Scale Invariant 

Feature Transform 

algorithm 

92.93 93.57 93.99 94.89 Stationary wavelet 

and discrete cosine 

transform 

96.55 97.88 98.32 98.78 Suggested method 

 

E. Comparison and evaluation of the proposed 

method performance with other methods mentioned 

when all 4 challenges occur simultaneously 

Since the occurrence of noise, rotation, scale and 

symmetrical image challenges simultaneously has a 

significant impact on the performance of forged image 

recognition systems, in this section, the identification 

rate of forged images when all four challenges occur 

simultaneously is examined. The extent of changes is 

0.01 for noise, 180 for rotation, 1.5 for scale change, and 

1 for symmetrical images, which is maximum change in 

image counterfeiting detection systems. The results of 

experiments can be seen in Table 14. 

 

Table 14. Comparison of the proposed method 

performance when all four challenges occur 

simultaneously. 
Identification rate (%) Method 

91.56 Speed Up Robust Feature 

algorithm 

94.28 Scale Invariant Feature 

Transform algorithm 

93.34 Stationary wavelet and 

discrete cosine transform 

98.81 Suggested method 

 

Based on the results shown in Table 14, the Scale 

Invariant Feature Transform algorithm is more accurate 

than the other two methods. As can be seen, the proposed 

method is more accurate than the other three methods. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we provided an improved hybrid 

method for copy move forgery detection which a very 

high resistance to noise, rotation, scale and symmetrical 

images detection both individually and simultaneously, 

with also a detection accuracy were achieved. This 

method used a combination of Discrete Wavelet 

Transform, Scale Invariant Feature Transform 

algorithm, Local Binary Pattern simultaneously, and 

finally the suspicious area was selected in such a way 

that at least both methods used in this proposed method 

have the same opinion about the forgery of that area. 

This method, as several feature extractors were used 

simultaneously, was able to achieve acceptable accuracy 

compared to other methods presented in this field so far. 
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